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Advance BIM Designers RC modules 

The Update 1 to Advance BIM Designers 2020 includes the following new options, improvements and 
corrections to reinforcement concrete modules: 

Displaying annotations of reinforcement on viewers   

In all 2D views containing generated reinforcements, the annotations for the reinforcement bars are now 
displayed: 

 
This makes it very easy to identify the generated reinforcement and quickly obtain basic information about 
it. Thus, the design process can be significantly accelerated, as there is no need to generate a complete 
drawing to get details of the reinforcement, especially when repeated calculations. 

If necessary, bar mark notations can be easily switched on/off: 

 

In addition, new settings have been introduced for displaying rebar descriptions and dimension lines 
(through the Dimension Display Setting dialog), among which there is a possibility to choose one of the 
three levels of detail of annotations: 

 
 

 Short – Bar mark only     

 Medium – Bar mark, Number and Diameter    

 Full - Bar mark, Number, Diameter and Length  
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Tooltips for reinforcement 

Another improvement that allows a quick check of the generated reinforcement is the Tooltip that appears 
when the cursor hovers over the bars: 

 

It contains basic information about the highlighted members, including a description of their type/role. An 
additional advantage is the automatic highlighting of these bars, which makes it easier to recognize their 
position and a shape in 3D views. 

Change the default layout of views 

The default layout of the views has been changed so that the 2D view of the element elevation is located 
on the left side of the window, above the table and the summary of the results. 

This is particularly useful for the analysis of beams, especially multispan beams, as it makes it easier to 
review the results table and the elevation at the same time. 
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Saving the positions of viewers 

To allow users to work according to their view layout preferences, any changes in view size are 
automatically saved. Thanks to this, each time the program is started, the layout of views remains the 
same as during the previous start of the module. 

 

 

RC Wall module - Export from Arche Ossature  

Starting with the BIM Designers 2020.1 update it is possible to export Walls and Shear walls between 
Arche Ossature 2020 and BIM Designers Wall module. 
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RC Footing module - Possibility to change the 2D elevation view  

Starting with this version of the RC Footing module it is possible to select the direction for the elevation 
view. The selection is made using the list at the bottom of the view - one can decide whether to present 
the front or lateral view. 

      

  

 

RC Beam module – Level symbol on drawings 

In the beam's drawing, the possibility of displaying the symbol and level values in the elevation view is 
now added. The value is set according to the data from the project settings. 

 

In addition, a new option is available in the Drawing Settings window to decide whether a level symbol 
should be displayed.  
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BD on Revit - New mapping dialog 

A great advantage of Revit is the ability to create a model with the use of own / any modified families. 
However, in order to correctly recognize the geometry of such structural elements by BIM Designers, it is 
necessary to assign / map some geometric parameters of such families to the corresponding parameters 
in BIM Designers. This is especially necessary if arbitrary parameter names are used, and thus no 
automatic mapping is possible. 

With the 2020.1 version, the mechanism and dialog for mapping have been completely changed, making 
the process very simple and effective. 

The mapping window is divided into 3 vertical parts: 
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 On the left side you can see a list of mapped families. By default, it contains families of 

supported categories that are already used in the current project. By unchecking the option 

‘Show only used families’ a full list of all families having mappings can be seen. 

After selecting a family from the list, you can go to the next part. 

 The content of the middle part depends on a category of the selected family - it is different for 

beams, columns or foundations. In the upper part there is a selection of types of shapes 

supported by BIM Designers for the current category. 

 
Selecting the type changes the list of available parameters in the next, right part. 

 

In the lower part there is a graphical preview of the edited parameters and two buttons - one to restore 

the original / default mappings for a given family, while the other one is used to clear all existing mappings 

for it. 

 
 The list on the right side shows current mappings for all geometrical parameters required for 

a selected shape type. On the first column the required parameters are listed, while on the 

second column there are names of Revit parameters assigned to each one. In case of missing 

mappings, the Not Mapped! text is displayed instead.  

 

The Map button is used for selecting a wanted parameter through a list of parameters available on the 

current Revit family. 
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Once prepared, the mapping is remembered by BIM Designers for subsequent projects.  

It should also be mentioned that all required parameters other than geometric (such as reinforcement 
wrapping or material) are mapped automatically. 

BD on Revit – New matching of rectangular column families with equal 
dimensions  

Where square RC columns are modeled in Revit using a rectangular column family with entered equal 
section widths, so far such columns have been detected by BIM Designers as rectangular columns of 
equal widths. Starting with the 2020.1 version, these columns are detected as having a square section. 
This allows access for such columns to the reinforcement options specific to square columns. 
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Corrections 

In addition to the above improvements and new options, the Update 1 to Advance BIM Designers 2020 

contains a series of bug fixes - below is a brief description of the scope of corrections: 

 improvements and corrections to texts and translations, especially in reports; 

 improvements related to display at higher resolutions (2K and 4K); 

 improvements in default settings (templates), especially for France; 

 improvements in displaying dimensions on viewers; 

 improvements to calculations of reinforcement, especially for walls; 

 improvements of reinforcement generation in walls for different specific settings; 

 improvements to avoid crashes in specific scenarios; 

 improvements to calculations of reinforcement, especially for walls. 
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Advance BIM Designers Steel Connection 

The Update 1 to Advance BIM Designers 2020 includes the following improvements and corrections to 
the Steel Connection module: 

New option to columns on the Moment End Plate connection   

On the Moment End Plate connection, it is now possible to define column without upper stiffeners or a cap 
plate. 

 
 

A set of small improvements to the user interface 

Among the many changes can be highlighted: 

 filtering availability of parameters for holes depending on the type of holes 

 new explanatory tooltips for selected options 

 updated descriptions in defining layouts of bolts 

New chamfer type for gusset plates 

In a case of a single diagonal, it is possible to define the lower edge of the gusset plate parallel to the 
diagonal. 
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Improvements in the calculations of anchors in the base plate connection 

A set of improvements is implemented to the calculations using the straight flat with anchor connector 
type. 

 

Improvements in HSS bracing joints 

A new configuration of HSS bracing joint can be obtained by defining welds between sandwich plates and 
tab plate. 

 

Also, in the HSS bracing joints, errors causing the program to close unexpectedly have been fixed. In 
addition, improvements have been made to improve the quality of their drawings. 
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Advance BIM Connect 

Together with the Update 1 to BIM Designers 2020, an update to Advance BIM Connect 2020 has been 
released (included in PowerPack for Revit 2020.1). It includes the following improvements and 
corrections: 

Export of a Revit model to the Advance Design without defined load cases 

The export of the model from Revit to Advance Design by using the direct link is now also possible if the 
source Revit model is either created without any load cases and load combinations or when load cases 
are deleted. 

Corrected synchronization of steel L profiles from Advance Design to Revit 

The synchronization of steel L-profiles from Advance Design to Revit, which were converted to concrete 
sections, is now improved. 

Import into Revit the theoretical reinforcement area for slabs using 
synchronization 

During model synchronization with the results between Advance Design and Revit, values for the 
theoretical reinforcement for slabs are now also available. This allows for multiple synchronization of the 
model with theoretical reinforcement results, which can then be used to generate reinforcement in Revit 
using the BIM Designers Slab module. 

 


